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In this groundbreaking book, veteran science correspondent Fred Pearce travels to more than
thirty countries to examine the current state of crucial water sources. Deftly weaving together the
complicated scientific, economic, and historic dimensions of the world water crisis, he provides
our most complete portrait yet of this growing danger and its ramifications for us all.Named as
one of the Top 50 Sustainability Books by University of Cambridges Programme for
Sustainability Leadership and Greenleaf Publishing.

A strong—and scary—case that a worldwide water shortage is the most fearful looming
environmental crisis. With a drumbeat of facts both horrific (thousands of wells in India and
Bangladesh are poisoned by fluoride and arsenic) and fascinating (it takes 20 tons of water to
make one pound of coffee), the former New Scientist news editor documents a 'kind of
cataclysm' already affecting many of the world's great rivers.—Publishers Weekly, starred
review"Oil we can replace. Water we can't—which is why this book is both so ominous and so
important."—Bill McKibben, author of The End of NatureAbout the AuthorFred Pearce is an
award-winning author and journalist based in London. He has reported on environmental,
science, and development issues from 85 countries over the past 20 years. An environment
consultant at New Scientist magazine since 1992, he also writes regularly for the Guardian
newspaper and Yale University’s prestigious e360 website. Pearce was voted UK Environment
Journalist of the Year in 2001 and CGIAR agricultural research journalist of the year in 2002, and
he won a lifetime achievement award from the Association of British Science Writers in 2011. His
many books include Falllout, With Speed and Violence, Confessions of an Eco-Sinner, The
Coming Population Crash, and The Land Grabbers.
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Rainbow, “Enlightening and horrifying. As long as humans have farmed and had cities, they have
had water management programs that arguably, as the author notes, lie at the basis of the need
for the first central governments. Failures of management have often been the cause of social
collapse. The book makes painfully evident the fact that in much of the world we have
engineered ourselves into similar predicaments that are unsustainable.Some of the stories of
mismanagement and its consequences are truly wrenching, such as that of the people around
the Aral Sea (which has disappeared) or of some people in South India using water that is
chemical industry effluent to drink and to water their fields. The book is well worth reading, and
eye opening. On the negative side, the author mixes the relatively benign with the truly tragic, the
small scale incidents with the enormous tragedies unfolding, without much distinction of scale. In
many instances, the story revolves around mismanagement and engineering blunders. In other
instances, the story is really that there are simply too many people for the water available in a
particular place, with the consequence of forcing the land and water to perform what it can't, or
of people forced to drink water laden with arsenic and fluoride in Bangladesh, as there is no
alternative.There are massive water management projects underway in China and India, and the
real possibility of disaster on a massive scale if things go wrong. With respect to the Yangtze
river project, things can go very wrong, given the high silt content of the river. The present
problem of Pakistan is a good example of unsustainable practices with increasingly terrible
consequences unfolding.The concept of "virtual water", that is, shipment to dry regions of crops
that require much water to grow, is well worth noting.The last fifty pages of the book are a book
in itself. The topic changes from dire realities to solutions for living in dry conditions. Some are
ancient, some recent, some exist in the natural world. Dew ponds, fog harvesting, qanats, or
runoff collectors, porous cities. The future, the author suggests, will require local remedies rather
than mega-projects. He makes a convincing argument that the local remedies work.The author
does not pay much attention to the consequences of global warming on the redistribution of
water in the coming century, an omission remedied in the excellent book he has recently
published on the topic of global warming.Some things that the author or editors should have
corrected: water is all about volume, but the volume measures are not defined in a meaningful
way. I am sure the original literature refers to values in terms of "per square meter", but the
author routinely uses "per 10.8 square feet" instead. Metric measures would have been easier to
understand (they give round numbers). An acre-foot of water is the most common measure in
the book, but is not defined. The important thing about acre-foot, I learned from Wikipedia, is
that it is approximately the water usage of a person per year in advanced societies. The author
would have done well to tell his reader this. For those readers who need to be enlightened (as I
did) an acre-foot is a cubic measure of an acre (which is one chain x one furlong) x one foot.
Good luck defining a chain and a furlong. Far easier to visualize an acre-foot as roughly 1,200
cubic meters, or in terms of usage per person.A reference list would have been



welcome.Altogether a terrific and alarming book that has its small flaws.”

Mac Maven, “Some Rivers Are Now Dry and More Soon to Follow. When I read this book in
2008 I found it well organized and he articulately reviews not only the major rivers of the world
but also wet lands and aquifers. From the perspective of 2006, when the book was finished, it is
a compendium of what has gone wrong and some disturbing projections of what might happen if
the global society did not address water issues. Since the original publication the western
United States has slipped into a mega-drought, Sao Paolo, Brazil's largest city has almost run
out of water, Syria entered a multi-year drought which some argue is the genesis of the civil war
and the rise of ISIS and the United States continues to water mine the Ogallala Aquifer for water
to grow corn to produce energy inefficient ethanol. As the song from the 60s notes "When Will
They Ever Learn?"This is a book that demands an update 2nd edition. Many of the problems
Mr.Pearce described have come to pass while others wait on the sidelines. The 4/13/15 front
page headline of the NY Times is a picture of a rancid ditch that was once the mighty Rio
Grande. Although this would not be surprising to anyone who read his book it appears as
breaking "news" to many, not the least being elected politicians. Survival instruction talks about
the rule of threes that if not observed will result in death: 3 minutes without air, 3 days without
water and 3 weeks without food. Global food stocks are at historic lows and it is easy to imagine
loss of potable water leading to a loss of food and should that occur we will see a loss of social
coherence. Mark Twain said it best: "Whiskey is for drinking, Water is for Fighting" and as Fred
Pearce noted the battles are already underway.”

Guy Denutte, “When the rivers run dry... many people will die.... Water is the most important
substance in life. Our body consists of 70% water. Without drinking water, we die after a few
days. Although water seems inexhaustible, the reality is different, due to the current way in
which capitalism organized agriculture. Agriculture is used primarily to produce fodder, or even
worse : biofuels.Fred Pearce compares a quarter-pound hamburger with a pound of bread. The
hamburger needs 11.500 liters of water in its production, whereas a pound of wheat can be
produced with 500 liters water.Capitalism still thrives on the belief that the sky is the limit. In the
last 50 years, in the Great Plains, a volume of groundwater was pumped up that would need
2.000 years of rainwater to replenish.Pearce focuses also on cotton. Cotton grows best in hot
weather, but needs a lot of water to grow. He describes the situation in Egypt, Pakistan and
what finally happened to the Aral Sea.The capitalist depletion of our precious water sources for
irrigation is actually enhanced by global warming. The glaciers of the Himalaya feed seven of
the greatest rivers of Asia : Ganges, Indus, Brahmaputra, Salween, Irrawaddy, Mekong and
Yangtze. Two billion people depend on those for drinking and irrigating their crops. And the
glaciers are melting... The Yellow River has seen its flow diminished with 24 % in comparison to
its average flow in the last decade of the 20th century. The Colorado river rises in the Rocky
Mountains and cities like Denver, Phoenix, Las Vegas and Los Angeles depend on it, although



there is less and less water in the river. In 2002 the flow was only 15 % of what it was a century
ago. What was formerly known as a "big river", the Rio Grande, reaches the Mexican border
now without a single drop of water.Fred Pearce also goes on to propose some solutions, like
catching rain water. This is certainly helpful, but I think that a change in diet - to less or no meat -
is more important.”

PABLO JAIMEZ, “A book that can change your vision of the world.. A wonderful book. Very
interesting. Essential to everyone who has a little of ecological conscience. It can change your
vision of the world. Great job. Thank you”

Malek-farzad Nuban, “Tout simplement excellent. Un livre tres bien ecrit .. tres complet et
documente et facile a lire. Passionnant et en meme temps tres triste ce qu'on fait au nom de
l'agriculture a notre planete. A lire particulierement le chapitre sur la cisjordanie au coeur du
conflit actuel ...”

The book by Fred Pearce has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 109 people have provided feedback.
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